Handling Systems Portfolio

Our handling systems portfolio offers you the best solutions for any components that can’t be fed in bulk because of their fragility, complexity or geometrical shapes.

- Our standard or customized tray handler can be independent or integrated; it is also designed for a cleanroom environment ISO 7 and 8.

- Standard or tailor-made according to the thermoformed trays size.
- Flexibility: Trays loading and unloading during working operations
- Stacks transfer through a conveyor belt
- Pick and Place by linear axes to guarantee speed
- Trays can be placed in staggered rows (0-180°)
- Access and maintenance ability
- A trolley can be integrated

TRAY HANDLER/DEPALETTISEUR DPL

- Max Stack Height in Entry: 700mm
- Max Stack Height in Exit: 700mm
- Max Tray Weight: < 30Kgs
- Trays Sizes: 300x400 - 400x600 - 600x800mm or custom-made
- Changing Tray Time: 9sec
- Pick-and-Place Time: 2sec

PALETTISEUR/DEPALETTISEUR DPU

- Max Stack Height in Entry: 700mm
- Max Stack Height in Exit: 700mm
- Max Tray Weight: < 30Kgs
- Trays Sizes: 300x400 - 400x600 - 600x800mm or custom-made
- Changing Tray Time 318x771mm: 16sec
- Pick-and-Place Time: 2sec